BRIDGEPOINT WOOD PRODUCTS
AND THE BRIDGEPOINT WOOD SYSTEM
Bridgepoint Wood Products are formulated to repair, clean and refinish any hardwood surface. By far the main use for the system will
be for hardwood floors but the system works on any hardwood surface. In homes and businesses look for cabinets, desks, tables and
other hardwood surfaces. Each provides an income opportunity.
The system is completely dust free and can be done with equipment that you probably already have. The only major equipment
required is a low speed (175 rpm) floor machine and a shop-vac. Add a few inexpensive tools and you are in business.
BRIDGEPOINT WOOD PRODUCTS

Bridgepoint™ Wood Finish
This quality finish is non-toxic, water-based
and self-leveling. When directions are followed it is difficult to make a mistake. In most
cases, two coats will be ample coverage on
floors and furnishings. You will find the product to be economical in light of the amount of
income it provides.

Bridgepoint™ Wood Cleaner
This one step cleaner is used in our system with
the rotary floor machine to remove the surface
soil and the embedded dirt. It will also remove
scuff marks and other imperfections. Wood
Cleaner is a concentrate. Mix one part Wood
Cleaner with 8 parts water in a spray bottle and
apply to the floor before scrubbing. It is also
Bridgepoint™ Wood Finish is used full- used to remove residue during the rinsing phasstrength. It comes in two versions, Semi-gloss es. It is the ideal cleaner to prepare the floor for
for the customer who desires a shinier finish, the application of Bridgepoint Wood Finish.
and Matte (satin) finish if the customer likes a
Bridgepoint™ Wood Cleaner is also the ideal
little duller finish.

This versatile repair material makes you a true
professional in the eyes of your customer.
For complete instructions on the use of these materials see the training
materials available from your distributor.
• Product Labels • Training Manual • Training Video
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cleaner for daily maintenance of the floor. It
can be used by the homeowner to take care of
her floor as often as needed.
Bridgepoint Wood Patch
This easy to use product comes in eight colors.
Choose a color to match the back-ground
wood (not the darker grain). If a single color
does not match then two or three colors may
be mixed to create the perfect match for the
wood. You can even use the darker colors to
simulate grain lines in background color.
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